
est few weeks, a concentration of energies coming from the power of Pisces and the planet Neptune 
which rules Pisces, is released into our hands and brings the power to overcome illusions, hypnosis, mind
control and not only public programming but our own programming from childhood, and other 
traumatizing events which occurred throughout life.

The New Moon in Pisces would be the determination to go beyond the sense of defeat, the negativity to 
our situation, any trauma, sickness, projections of giving up and succumbing to substances, food, states of 
mind which will only grow and pull us downward, pulling us out of the game. This is an opportunity to 
wake up out of this pull, and re-align ourselves back into a higher path of accomplishing what we set out 
to do. Personally, globally.

 

The New Moon happening now, can prompt us to remove ourselves from vulnerability of overwhelming 
discouraging thoughts and feelings each day and ask ourselves, “Why am I repeatedly thinking these 
things? Maybe it's not coming from, ME."

Our human nature might guess, we're tuning into something real which we're being warned about? Being 
prepared for? Or thinking they are signs helping us to face the inevitable.

What if the test of this New Moon cycle is to begin a new commitment to clearing our astral environment
from the infiltration of projections of defeatism, death and negativity and suddenly realizing, it's not you, 
it's something outside of your mind.

Is not the zodiac sign Pisces meant to contain the tests of acquiring the Mastery over all illusion in this 
world?

And doesn't Neptune, its ruler hold the power of transcending time/space and all illusion of this world 
with immense Divine Love? Well, yes to both.

The ability to see through and replace all aberrations, alterations and manipulations of time/space which 
we're living in, with a higher matrix and design is the power of Pisces and Neptune.

Pisces is able to overcome all fear, all sickness, suffering, dysfunction, confusion, including losses, grief 
and regrets. Yet the test is to NOT succumb to the projections.

Any thing which could be a threat to love and progress would be the Pisces test.
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Overcoming the tendency to go unconscious, disassociate and accept the negativity in our mind and 
feelings, becoming overcome by discouragement, disappointment, or buying into some longing or 
condition or idea which is putting your life in reverse, is a Pisces Neptunian test.

Taking this opportunity to understand, there are “things” moving around towns, neighborhoods and even
our homes which attempt to find a place to land and settle in, which have downward spirals within their 
forcefields. Only one of these things could be leftover momentums or desires from those people who 
have passed over, yet have remaining fragments of their former unresolved negative self. It's called an 
astral Ka. It's not the real soul, yet an independent fragment and its entities which surround it.

Pisces, Scorpio and Cancer as deeply feeling water signs, deals with these sorts of problems, as well as the
planet Neptune.

As you can see in the chart below, Saturn, Sun, Moon, Neptune are all conjoined in Pisces. This is a sign 
of utilizing the New Moon in Pisces as a new awareness of challenging even the most subtle signs of 
passive surrendering to our circumstances.

 

All human negative moods and state of mind could be replaced during this New Moon in the next few 
weeks with so much vision, inspiration and productivity.

This is why I'm taking this peculiar slant on our New Moon thrust, in order to rid ourselves of unnatural 
projections causing a sort of hypnotic symbionic (1.*) relationship with undesirable energies from the 
other side of this dimension, impacting us in ways which might seem like harmless moods, feelings, 
thoughts, yet are getting in the way of who you really are and how you're meant to perform in this Reality 
now. Take a moment to reflect on any one frustrating or limiting thoughts you keep reviewing. Is it real 
or a projection of limitation? It might even be a repetitive suggestion, "Well, I suppose it's just in my 
genes, I am just like my... (Aunt, Father, great grandmother, etc...). It's time to get rid of this. Your real 
self is independently whole and powerfully able to fulfill what you came here to accomplish, which could 
be several things throughout life, but add up to one major purpose. 

Some of these negative Piscean/Neptunian ghosts might not have even been previously living beings, but 
forcefields which move through our space, over houses, towns and large regions, containing particular 
“agendas:, themes, programs, equally disturbing. These are called floating grids and forcefields. They can 
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even cause waves of illnesses, suicides, bizarre themes of emotional states and thoughts and even 
impulses to take action in particular ways.

Without going too far into this weird subject, I woke up this morning being reminded of all these possible
projections, layering and building one upon the other until the person literally becomes this new 
erroneous perspective and cancels out the original divine brightness of themselves, full of hope and 
aspiration... AND cancels out the momentum to change and create powerful realities! The excitement we
could possess if we only knew we can change anything, we just need to connect with that inner ability, and
these forces attempt to muddy your waters of creating. They are lower frequencies we don't need at this 
time we are in. 

 

So, my idea is this- if you resonate with any of this message, let's clear our own personal body, mind, 
feelings and homes, our towns and cities with affirmations to transmute these forces which are roaming, 
seeking a place to anchor themselves. The New Moon begins March 10, today, so let's get busy 
challenging all forms of limitations and momentums of holding back.

Whether they are manipulated grids, remains of unresolved Ka which have absolutely nothing to do with 
the real soul which has departed, yet still carrying a weight of negative pull on this world and us, or even 
weirder things which have mass influence over the feelings of many people at the same time, let's use the 
power of Pisces and Neptune to do what we call, a clearance upon this interference.

Pisces New Moon could be the moment of releasing much power into our life and the world around us, 
to mitigate a negative fearful and hopeless future for mankind, to clear away personal hauntings, 
paranormal activity or any astral interference and that includes yours and my future in every detail!

Affirmation

I call for the blazing blinding purity, the golden flame of wisdom from God and
higher dimensions of light, to penetrate into all conditions of death and dying,

fear and illusion, parasitic and vampiric energies. 
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Cleanse my own home, my body and aura, my town and forcefield, my family
and the world from all darkness, even at the molecular level now.

Replace all hypnotic programming and repeated feelings and thoughts within
my mind which are not mine but only tie me into a state of illusion and

defeatism, with the eternal reality of immense love and positive expectations.

I call for this Mastery to be released into my own hands in order to overcome
the forces of the astral plane, and move forward each day with a steady flow of
inspiration and connection to my Higher Self, my Divine Presence and all who
are truly lifting me always into the real state of my purpose, my power and the
real vision and happiness I require to overcome the projections of this world.”

As you can see around us each day, it is as if the veil is thinning and the lowest and the highest are spilling
over into this dimension. Expect an increase of truth and revelations to continue growing throughout the 
year, but also an escalation of insanity where it is becoming increasingly challenging to know if something 
is fact, true or fabricated or playing on our minds and feelings.

This New Moon no doubt, is showing us the state of the world, yet 
we're meant to not be of it, but ride on top of these Neptunian waves

 

The polar opposite of Pisces is the zodiac sign Virgo, which is the mastery of discernment. We can't 
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survive without using our ability to discern and become better at separating out the dark from our light, to
be able to discern what's important for us to know and do, and how we really want to feel. The Black 
Moon is in Virgo opposing this New Moon, which I see is good, as it creates a figure eight flow back and 
forth between overcoming illusion of Pisces and replacing it with higher frequency and faith in the Light, 
and the Virgo discernment of our minds.

Even though Pisces is a water sign which activates our feelings and moods, longings and addictions, it is 
also on what we call, the Yellow Ray along with Virgo/Sagittarius/Gemini. So this is going to be a mental 
test yet felt and sensed.

It forms a yellow cross. So, Pisces issues will play on our yellow or mental state. It is mind, intelligence 
and awareness at a mental level, suppose to increase understanding. This cycle should be expected to 
play out for at least 10 days to 2 weeks out from today.

My greatest concern with this New Moon, is that it is symbolizing the potential of an increasing agenda 
for a big play on our perception of reality coming throughout March on.... Pisces involves science, 
biolabs, quantum reality, messing with time/space, hadron colliders and so on. It involves the attempt to 
play at being a magician in this world, in order to overcome physical limitations. It deals with creating 
thoughtforms, familiars and entre of all sorts of things coming through portals forced open in order to do 
whatever they think will help their crazy cause.

It involves all forms of threats, rumors, breaking news of declarations from leadership around the world 
as to what they are implementing, or any situations which make no sense to us, yet cause us to feel 
overcome with paralysis or feel hopeless.

What are the usual concerns? Our health, viruses, antidotes, economy, war, unbeatable threats from 
outside forces beyond our control, what chance to we have against these powers? I sense we need to get 
at the root of it. Remove our vulnerability to believe in the illusions of this world and the astral plane 
(which is not the etheric plane. There's a difference.)

This is a severe play at projecting yet another massive tactic of illusion to interfere with truly transforming 
our world into one of freedom and higher living. As we become smarter and are learning more and more
to dissect the information and utilize powerful discernment, there is nothing that can stop the revolution 
of light.
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Other Interesting Planetary Cycles for March 10 – 17, 2024

March 10 Mercury at 1 * Aries sextile Pluto at 1* Aquarius

An opportunity to ponder, think, plan your next course of action which can lead to more order, 
intelligent living and reaching one's satisfaction in life.

March 11 Venus moves into Pisces up to April 4 2024

A powerful cycle of tuning into divine love, forgiveness, resolve and doing the work to clear old ties, old 
records, old history from social situations, relationships and frustrations which must go into the fire now.

It's a beautiful time to allow higher aspirations of connecting with others we love to happen. Also 
inspiration for reaching out and including others in some sort of project, work or gathering.

Inspiration for music and art, creative work and receiving higher visions for your life.

March 12 – 16 Venus semi-squares Node; Semi sextiles Pluto; semi-aquares Chiron; Mercury semi-
squares Uranus and Mars.

These planetary aspects back up the theme we discussed with the New Moon in Pisces.

It's as if we're in a suspended state in some way this week, being given the opportunity to clear our space, 
our feelings and world from intrusion, interference, and all that is unreal.

These aspects carry a mild slightly disruptive and interfering energy coming through five minor 
challenging aspects which are called semi-squares and semi-sextiles, where we deal with social and 
emotionally aware incidences hunches, impressions should we say?

The impressions are of things which are off, not right, things we notice in our lives and around us, which 
don't fit.

There are issues which feel a bit unresolved, unfinished, and so this week from the 12th – 16th, regarding 
fast moving planets, is a bit blurry and undefined.

I would say it's a week to notice what's off and not quite handled yet in one's present awareness, attitude 
or state of mind. It might even reflect in what's not getting done, or handled, with our duties. Yet instead 
of pushing hard, why not use this week to catch up with the things we normally don't have time for.

Also, doing the energy work on clearing all things which appear normally understandably important, yet 
are pulling us terribly into the wrong direction.

Remember, all things begin within our minds.
This includes friendships, old ties, past issues. I would use this period like an in-breath, a time-space 
suspension in order to put into place your intention for the next few months ahead, and use the above 
affirmation, or write your own just for your situation and experience, and let's use this week to get back 
on track!

Thank you AS ALWAYS! Christine



1. Symbionic definition

/ simb ädik, simb ädik/ˌ ī̍ ˌ ēˈ
adjective: symbiotic

1. involving interaction between two different organisms living in close physical association. "the fungi form 
symbiotic associations with the roots of plant species"

• denoting a mutually beneficial relationship between different people or groups. "the reader can have a 
symbiotic relationship with the writer"
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